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It's a summer dream

We take you to discover the best golf courses around the Alps.

In this unique experience you swing at the highest level. Each course reveals its
particularities to you. At every moment, a different point of view; Mediterranean gardens,
snow-capped peaks, steep vineyards, lakes, mountains and plains, nature and culture, towns
and countryside form a harmonious whole that fascinates with its contrasts.

Faced with such a change of scenery, reaching your goal with the ball is twice as enjoyable.
Each place has its own character, its beauty and also its pitfalls. In the evening, enjoy unique
gastronomic culinary experiences and relax by the fireplace, ready for the next discovery.

Experiences designed especially for you - our personal service and special touches will
make all the difference to ensure that your trip is authentic and unforgettable.
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Experience 1
Graubunden
Day 2 Klosters
Day 3 Davos
Day 4 Lenzerheide
Day 5 Arosa
Day 6 Briegels

Experience 2
Andermatt
Day 2 Andermatt
Day 3 Sedrun
Day 4 Bürgentsock
Day 5 Alestch—Rideralp

Experience 3
Valais
Day 2 Crans-Montana
Day 3 Sion
Day 4 Leuk
Day 5 Sierre
Day 6 Crans-Montana

Experience 4
Alpes vaudoises
Day 2 Villars sur Ollon
Day 3 Montreux—Aigle
Day 4 Gstaad
Day 5 Gruyère

Experience 6
France
Day 2 Megève
Day 3 Evian
Day 4 Chamonix
Day 5 Annecy

Experience 5
Geneva
Day 2 Vandoeuvres
Day 3 Grevin
Day 4 Bonmont
Day 5 Annecy
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Activities

Golfing in different golf areas in the Alps:
Golf /discovery day with helicopter flight over the Alps on request
Green fees for each guest during your stay
Admission to the spa & wellness centre Accompanied by golf pro

Accommodation

Hotel 4 or 5 stars
Chalet accommodation & services
Luxury accommodation Exclusive use of the accommodation and its equipment

The package will include
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Food & beverage

Lunches and evening meals
Local & gourmet food
Welcome drink
Wine tasting

Transfers

Domestic return transfer from and to the resort or airport
Daily transfer to the resort
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Cheese & Chocolate
The Gruyère region, with its rolling green
landscape and the peaks of the Fribourg
Pre-Alps, is home to the world-famous
Gruyère cheese. The picture-book little
medieval town of Gruyères is perched atop
a small hill.
And to round off the tour of culinary
delights: for those with a sweet tooth it
would be worth taking a guided tour round
the Maison Cailler The Swiss Chocolate
factory in nearby Broc.

Experiences that can be added

Wine & salt Experience
Lake Geneva nestles between the Savoy
region and canton of Vaud like a giant
croissant. The hillsides on the Swiss side are
not only exceptionally beautiful and
sun-drenched but are also perfect locations
for vineyards. This day begins in the heart of
the Salt Mountain. White gold has been
mined there since 1684. After this unique
experience, discover the beauty of the
vineyards of Villeneuve, at the eastern end of
the lake, and of Chablais, which stretches to
Bex, passing through Yvorne and Aigle. A
region known for its fresh and fruity white
wines of the Chasselas grape variety.
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Experience Sion
Discover the exceptional mosaic of the
different grapes cultivated in Switzerland’s
most important wine-making region. Known
for the elegance of its grands crus, Valais
also plays host to the highest vineyard in
Europe. Bathed in the sun and blessed by
the pure waters of the Alps, this little corner
of paradise gives birth to unique wines,
making it an unforgettable destination for
wine tourists

Experiences that can be added

The brim of the deer
Every year, the deer calf is a period eagerly
awaited by deer and nature enthusiasts.
Listening to and observing deer during their
rutting periods is a unique experience. Every
year during the breeding season, the Valais
forest resounds to the rhythms of the deer's
bellow. This is the period that made the
deer's reputation, the period when you can
hear the famous "brâme". It resonates
throughout the valley from late September to
early October. A unique moment at dusk and
in the heart of nature accompanied by a
picnic of the land
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Inspiring-Experience stays off the beaten
track, offering tailor-made activities
satisfying the desires of everyone. Tradition,
culture, sport or relaxation: we put our
considerable expertise to use to ensure your
wellbeing. Our philosophy is founded on a
very simple precept: a desire for emotion,
pleasure and the feeling of being at one with
the surrounding countryside.

Destination Management Company

Tailor-made services. 
Our approach and event design is based on
over 25 years of experience.

Each event is unique and requires the
greatest attention so that the image of your
brand and your company is enhanced. We
adapt the management of your event
according to your needs.

Our services

 Specification analysis 

 Budget estimation

 Conceptualizing your event

 Reception of your guests

 Transfer management

 Hosting management

 F&B management

 Management of leisure, sports or
cultural activities

 Staff management

 Administrative management

BP 1414  Chemin des Mayens
1972 Anzère  - Valais  -  Switzerland

+41 79 387 55 04
office@inspiring-experience.com

www.inspiring-experience.com
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